


By December 2001, after less than three months’ fighting, Coalition and allied Afghan forces had driven the five-year-

old Taliban government from power, taken the capital Kabul, and overpowered further armed resistance in the 

strategic cities of Mazar-e-Sharif, Kunduz, Kandahar, and elsewhere.1 In the wake of these successes, Western donors 

moved quickly to establish a transitional government and begin planning security promotion efforts. These would 

eventually include disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration (DDR), an illegal armed group disbandment 

programme, and a host of associated weapons control and security measures. Donor governments mobilized to 

support these programmes with contributions of more than USD 180 million (Sedra, 2008a, pp. 124, 138).

By 2006, however, the security situation had deteriorated significantly. Taliban, al-Qaeda, and other insurgent forces 

had grown in strength along Afghanistan’s mountainous southern border.2 Supported by the Pakistani intelligence 

service and poppy cultivation proceeds, these fighters developed into an intensive and effective insurgency, modifying 

their tactics and launching increasingly deadly attacks on Afghan security forces, civilians, aid workers, and foreign 

troops. In response, the US-led Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF) force, together with the NATO-led International 

Security Assistance Force (ISAF), stepped up counter-insurgency operations. Whereas violence was previously con-

fined to the provinces, from 2007 onwards the Taliban increasingly carried out attacks on government targets in the 

heart of Kabul.3 The spreading insecurity has led some Afghans to voice nostalgia for the stability and relative safety 

of the Taliban era.

Insecurity has other faces in post-2001 Afghanistan. The loyalty ties, power structures, and influence of armed 

groups of former anti-Taliban forces, as well as criminal groups, have persisted inside and outside the new govern-

ment. Warlords influence swathes of territory in some regions; if they have not been absorbed into the national or 

regional security apparatus, they may continue operations under the banner of private security firms for hire by 

domestic and foreign actors. Criminality, the drug trade, and inter-group conflict—in a society where small arms are 

virtually ubiquitous—are defining features of the landscape. For all of these reasons, security remains a major concern 

for many Afghans.4

As the other case studies in the Small Arms Survey 2009 demonstrate, no two post-conflict contexts are identical 

(ACEH, LEBANON). But the complexity and ongoing violence in Afghanistan challenge the label ‘post-conflict’. 

Armed violence and insecurity have shadowed the experience of state-building in Afghanistan since 2002 and have 

led at least one analyst to conclude that ‘the post-9/11 era in Afghanistan . . . should still be viewed as a renewed 

period of conflict and mobilization’ (Bhatia, 2008a, p. 14). In this context, Afghanistan, perhaps to a larger extent 

than other societies plagued by armed violence, has also demonstrated the intrinsically political nature of DDR and 

the inextricable linkages between DDR and security sector reform (SSR).



This chapter reviews the development and implementation of the primary DDR and demilitarization measures in 

Afghanistan. Among its findings: 

The Afghanistan DDR programme disarmed and demobilized some 63,000 members of the Afghan Military Forces 

(AMF) from October 2003 to July 2005. Much of the country reaped security benefits—whose impact remains 

difficult to quantify—after the removal of AMF commanders from the government payroll and the release of AMF 

soldiers from service.

Through December 2008, DDR interventions and the follow-on Disbandment of Illegal Armed Groups (DIAG) 

programme removed about 100,000 small arms, light weapons, and other weapons, about half of which were 

destroyed. Based on previous estimates, however, arms possession remains widespread among militia, state, and 

insurgent forces and the civilian population.

Tasked with simultaneously breaking apart and reintegrating AMF militias, recruiting and training a new national 

police and army, and establishing a representative government practically from scratch, DDR planners were 

forced to make difficult decisions about the pacing, terms, and extent of disarmament and demobilization efforts. 



The inability of the state to provide security during DDR and DIAG, in particular, circumscribed the possibilities 

for successful armed group disarmament and demobilization in the country.

DDR suffered early on from a highly factionalized government that saw AMF commanders, warlords, and drug 

lords manipulating the programme to their benefit, targeting their enemies, and maintaining their power bases. 

However, the DIAG programme has reduced the influence of these figures to some degree in national and pro-

vincial governments.

Generations of armed violence and the dynamics of mobilization, legitimacy, and patronage in Afghanistan have 

combined to create commander–militiamen links that are difficult to break, and DDR and DIAG have proven 

unable to do so. In recent years, under pressure from the rising insurgency and inadequate state security forces, 

the government has increasingly turned back to militia and other auxiliary forces for support.

This chapter sketches out the complex history of armed conflict in Afghanistan since the Soviet period through 

to Taliban rule, including relevant social, historical, and geopolitical perspectives. It then describes the main events 

of the ‘war on terrorism’ as it played out in Afghanistan, and the international community’s subsequent development 

of programming designed to stabilize and bring security to the country. 

While a range of security programmes has been instituted in Afghanistan since 2002, this chapter focuses spe-

cifically on the DDR and illegal armed group disbandment projects of the Afghan New Beginnings Programme 

(ANBP). After examining how these programmes were designed and executed, the chapter offers reflections on their 

outcomes, both in terms of their stated goals and objectives, and measured against other qualitative and quantitative 

security indicators.

In 2001 Barakat and Wardell distilled and categorized the phases of 23 years of Afghan conflict as follows (Barakat 

and Wardell, 20015):

1979–88      jihad in a cold-war context, various Mujaheddin factions fight against the Soviet military forces 

1989–1992     armed conflict between the Soviet-backed government in Kabul and Mujaheddin factions

1992–96      factional war among Mujaheddin groups 

1996–2001     regional proxy war between the Taliban and the Northern Alliance 

late 2001      US-led international ‘war on terrorism’

Some further detail on these phases is important. In 1978, community and military rebellions evolved into a 

decade-long sustained insurgency against the Soviet-backed Karmal and Najibullah governments. The Soviet with-

drawal in 1989 was accompanied by an acceleration of armed conflict between the state and competing political–

military parties. When the Najibullah regime collapsed in 1992, inter-factional conflict erupted, dividing the country 

into fiefdoms of varying sizes. One of the many groups to emerge was the Taliban, formed in 1994 largely of youths 

from Pakistani refugee camps with little connection to local community structures (Talib means ‘student’ or ‘cadet’ 

in Arabic, and many members of the Taliban emerged from radicalized madrasas in the border areas). While the 

Taliban enjoyed some local legitimacy in Kandahar, where they were welcomed because of the security they pro-



vided, the faction grew into a more powerful player primarily due to financial and military support from Pakistan’s 

Inter-Services Intelligence. The Taliban’s popularity among Afghans would wane as they applied their conservative 

brand of Islam. 

Through negotiation and open fighting, the Taliban were able to conquer and administer up to 90 per cent of 

the country by 1996. Remaining armed groups, many of which competed with one another in a bewildering array 

of alliances, joined to oppose the Taliban under the banner of the Northern Alliance (known within the country as the 

United Islamic Front for the Salvation of Afghanistan). Many of the groups within the alliance remained dormant or 

suffered significant losses until the United States offered military and financial backing in 2000–01 (Bhatia, 2008a, p. 14). 

Following the terrorist attacks on the United States and the subsequent identification of al-Qaeda and Osama bin 

Laden as the primary perpetrators, the United States government issued an ultimatum to the Taliban government 

demanding the extradition of all al-Qaeda leaders in the country. When this demand was not met, the United States 

planned, sponsored, and led an invasion to uproot the Taliban and al-Qaeda from the country and capture bin Laden. 

In partnership with the United Kingdom, the United States initiated OEF-Afghanistan on 7 October 2001 with an aerial 

bombardment campaign in and around the cities of Kabul, Jalalabad, and Kandahar. 

The subsequent ground war was fought by the Northern Alliance, assisted primarily by soldiers from the United 

States, Britain, and Canada. In fact, financial assistance was offered to almost anyone willing to pick up arms against 

the Taliban forces. This had the effect of not only remobilizing previously active fighters but also drawing in new 

(violence) entrepreneurs.



At the outset, OEF’s primary objective 

was to overthrow the Taliban and clear the 

country of al-Qaeda. Kabul was recaptured 

on 13 November 2001 and the rest of the 

Taliban strongholds around the country fell 

shortly thereafter. After another month of 

fighting with al-Qaeda loyalists in the cave 

complex of Tora Bora near the Pakistan bor-

der, it was widely believed that remaining 

combatant forces were limited and contained 

in a fixed area. Following these actions, OEF 

deployed mainly to the south and east of the 

country and engaged in offensive combat 

operations under the direct command of a 

US-led coalition. Until 2006, a separate NATO-

led ISAF force was involved mostly in central, 

northern, and western areas and engaged in 

stability and support operations. Since 2006, 

both have mandates to operate over the 

entire country, and both are engaged in offen-

sive military operations, but they remain 

separate. 

At the local and regional levels, in the 

months following the collapse of the Taliban 

regime, militias that had collaborated with 

the Coalition or taken advantage of a security 

vacuum assumed power. Most were led by 

commanders who had exercised power in 

the pre-Taliban era. The landscape had 

become a patchwork of militia fiefdoms with 

varying levels of internal organization (ICG, 

2003, p. 2). These groupings were eventually 

the basis of the transitional Afghan Military 

Forces. Crucially, as particular militia found 

favour or successfully exerted themselves 

with Kabul, the composition of key govern-

ment agencies soon reflected this influence, 

contributing to the factionalization and even 

ethnicization of the main security institutions 

(Bhatia, 2008a, p. 18).
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Information on the number of combatants, violent victimization patterns, and presence of small arms and light 

weapons is difficult to obtain. A 2003 Small Arms Survey estimate places the number of small arms and light weap-

ons in Afghanistan somewhere between 500,000 to 1.5 million (Small Arms Survey, 2003, p. 74). The International 

Institute for Strategic Studies reports that at most 533,000 individuals were mobilized after the Soviet withdrawal in 

1989; it counts at least 102,400 fatalities from 1992 to 2008, of which 26,440 occurred from 2001 onwards (IISS, 2008). 

The Human Security Report Project suggests that the country experienced 480,000 direct conflict deaths in 1978–2005 

(HSRP, 2008, p. 31). The Global Burden of Armed Violence report estimates that 12,417 violent deaths took place 

from 2004 to 2007 (see Box 9.1). These figures should be treated with caution since they are based on media reports 

and government sources that are almost impossible to verify.6 

For Afghanistan, the post-9/11 period is but one phase of a 30-year cycle of violent conflict under the influence 

of foreign nations, proxy forces, tribalism, and criminality. The country may be considered ‘post-war’ in the sense that 

the war to overthrow the Taliban regime led to the establishment of a new government, but that war spawned an 

insurgency and counter-insurgency that increasingly threaten the viability of the state. 

Central to the dynamics of conflict in Afghanistan is the role of local commanders and armed groups. These 

individuals and groups were empowered by literally billions of dollars in financial, material, and military assistance. 

Pakistan, the Soviet Union, the United States, and Saudi Arabia have all at one time or another provided infusions 

of start-up or venture capital in armed groups, allowing them to enhance their influence over the economy, village, 
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and provincial politics and shuras (local consultative bodies). Once armed and funded, commanders became largely 

self-sufficient, gaining control of customs posts, opium trafficking routes, and other economic activities (Rubin, 2003). 

Standard DDR and demilitarization theory would call for the disbandment and disarmament of these various groups. 

In the Afghan context, however, this approach has not been straightforward, as discussed below.

Afghan groups display an extraordinary level of heterogeneity and include multiple Mujaheddin parties, tribal 

militias, warlords, paramilitary organizations, a trained state officer corps, armed intelligence services, and both 

mono-ethnic and multi-ethnic armed groups and alliances (Bhatia and Muggah, 2008, p. 129). As the Coalition, its 

allies, and the transitional government authorities recognized early on, commanders, warlords, and armed groups 

would continue to play a decisive role in post-Taliban Afghanistan. The complexities of armed group mobilization are 

key to understanding the shifting power dynamics and their relationship to efforts to disarm and demobilize Afghan 

fighters (see Box 9.2).

The Afghanistan demilitarization effort has four ‘pillars’: the DDR of the formal militias associated with the government, 

which proceeded from October 2003 to June 2006; the disbandment of illegal armed groups (DIAG) programme, 



which began in September 2005 and is ongoing; the cantonment of heavy weapons; and the collection and destruc-

tion of anti-personnel mines and ammunition stocks. This chapter focuses primarily on DDR and DIAG.8

These efforts proceeded in parallel with not only security sector reform but also security sector creation, in par-

ticular the formation of a national army and a national police force. Thus, while the government was engaged in 

disarmament, it was simultaneously working to extend and enforce its monopoly over the legitimate use of force. 

These parallel moves were fraught with difficult choices and compromises that affected the design, implementation, 

and outcomes of the DDR and DIAG programmes. 

By the end of the Coalition-led military intervention, peace-building and state-building efforts were intimately con-

nected. The first steps were taken even before fighting in the southern border areas was declared over. On 5 

December 2001, under the auspices of the United Nations, prominent Afghanis signed the Bonn Agreement, estab-

lishing an Afghan Interim Authority (AIA) with a six-month mandate; the AIA was superseded by a Transitional 

Authority following a nationwide emergency loya jirga, a traditional convocation of Afghan leaders to address press-

ing challenges (see Figure 9.1). The Bonn Agreement also established a commission charged with developing a new 

constitution and a judicial commission to guide the rehabilitation of the justice system in accord with Islamic law 

and international standards.

The agreement was not a peace agreement in the classic sense, as the Taliban and allied groups were completely 

ignored; rather, it was a power-sharing arrangement. Many of the top posts in the AIA were distributed primarily 

among four Afghan factions. It was especially relevant for future disarmament and demobilization programmes that 

the Northern Alliance held the key ministries of defence, foreign affairs, and the interior. Thus the AIA was not a 

unitary actor but a patchwork of victorious commanders, regardless of their earlier orientation to the state (Özerdem, 

2002, p. 965).

Under these circumstances it is not surprising that the Bonn Agreement treaded softly on the question of the 

disarmament of the armed groups that contributed to the Coalition victory. The one limited stipulation was that ‘upon 

the official transfer of power, all Mujaheddin, Afghan armed forces and armed groups in the country shall come 

under the command and control of the new Interim Authority, and be reorganized according to the requirements of 

the new Afghan security and armed forces’ (Bonn Agreement, para. V, art. 1). In the view of the government, requir-

ing the Northern Alliance to disarm was potentially risky, not to mention against the personal interests of some new 

leaders. Disarmament of armed groups would thus have been likely to ‘remain unresolved in the near future’ 

(Özerdem, 2002, p. 973). 

In January 2003 President Karzai appointed four Defence Commissions: (1) the National Disarmament Commission 

(NDC), established to oversee the collection and destruction of weapons; (2) the Demobilization and Reintegration 

(D&R) Commission; (3) the Officer Recruiting and Training Commission; and (4) the Soldier Recruiting and Training 

Commission. These commissions were created for the dual purpose of asserting Afghan ownership over the DDR 

process and coordinating the multiplicity of actors involved in its implementation. 

The primary purpose of the NDC was to approve the final version of the disarmament plan developed through 

discussions with the Afghan Ministry of Defence (MoD) and the ANBP and to provide some oversight of its imple-

mentation. From its inception, however, the commission sought to expand its mandate, positioning itself as the main 

implementing actor for the process and launching its own disarmament initiative before the ANBP could assert itself as 



the focal point of the process. In this manner, it attempted to pre-empt 

the nascent ANBP and impose an ‘Afghan solution’ to the security 

crisis (Sedra, 2008a, p. 120). 

The stated goal of the programme was to collect one million 

weapons and pieces of military equipment (Wali, 2002). Collection 

efforts took place in five northern provinces, targeting Afghan 

Military Forces personnel—the various militias, most under the 

umbrella of the Northern Alliance, that came to power in the wake 

of the Taliban’s collapse. Weapons collected were to be stored in 

local facilities until they could be moved to the national MoD depot 

in Kabul (Wali, 2002). 

The NDC programme suffered from a lack of clarity of process 

and reported outcomes. It appears that fighters were promised com-

pensation for their weapons, but that funds were sometimes not 

delivered. There were also allegations that weapons collected were 

transferred to other militias instead of being stockpiled—a problem 

that would soon recur. By mid-2002, however, the government 

claimed that 50,000 pieces of military equipment had been collected, 

including both small arms and light weapons, and heavy military 

equipment such as tanks and armoured vehicles. This news of suc-

cess was used to justify the extension of the programme throughout 

the rest of the country, but final figures for weapons collected in the 

expanded programme have yet to be made available. In the end, 

questions about the programme’s impact, transparency, and neutrality 

remained. According to some analysts, the NDC programme was 

less an effort by an accountable and neutral government body to 

bring security than an attempt by factional actors within the MoD, 

aligned primarily with the Northern Alliance’s Shura-e-Nezar (super-

visory council) militia,9 to consolidate their control over the country’s 

military assets (Sedra, 2008a, p. 121).

Widespread recognition of the NDC’s shortcomings fed eagerness to 

move to a formal and internationally driven DDR effort. In February 

2003, President Karzai outlined the Afghan New Beginnings 

Programme at a donor conference in Tokyo (see Box 9.3). The 

ANBP was designed for implementation by the United Nations 

Development Programme (UNDP) on behalf of the government. The 

Transitional Authority and UNDP signed the agreement on 6 April, 

and the final approval to proceed was given on 8 October. With the 

Loya jirga 

Loya jirga



establishment of the ANBP, the NDC was 

dissolved and its mandates integrated into 

the MoD. Of the four original commissions, 

only the D&R Commission remained active 

after 2005; disarmament was added to its 

duties, though it did not develop the capac-

ity to assume this role.

The DDR programme was to be volun-

tary in nature and focus solely on militias 

associated with the AMF. The stated objec-

tives were ‘to decommission formations and 

units up to a total of 100,000 officers and 

solders and in the process collect, store and 

deactivate weapons currently in their pos-

session in order to be able to reconstruct the 

Afghan National Army and return those not 

required to civilian life’ (Sedra, 2004, p. 3).

In fact, though disarmament appears to 

occupy a central function here, the real goal 

was ‘to break the historic patriarchal chain 

of command existing between the former 

combatants and their men; and to provide 

the demobilized personnel with the ability to become economically independent’ (ANBP, 2006, p. 3). Unlike DDR 

programmes in many other contexts, this programme ‘was never mandated to disarm the population per se or pro-

vide direct employment but to assist AMF military personnel to transition from military into civilian life’ (ANBP, 2006, 

p. 3). The disarmament aspect of the ANBP was designed to be largely symbolic, indicating individual soldiers’ com-

mitment to peace (Sedra, 2008a, p. 124). Neither commanders nor soldiers were obliged to submit all of their weapons.

At the outset of the programme there was no clear picture of the number of AMF personnel who would qualify: 

estimates ranged from 50,000 to 250,000. A compromise figure of 100,000 participants was soon agreed, though it 

was a not based on a needs assessment. While the AMF had an interest in inflating its ranks to increase benefits, 

some of the uncertainty grew out of the part-time nature of militia activities and the spontaneous demobilization of 

many militia members—partly due to low or irregular pay—after the defeat of the Taliban (ICG, 2003, p. i). After 13 

months of operations the ANBP quietly dropped its target to 60,000. The number and quality of weapons in militia 

hands was virtually unknown, relying on ‘crude and outdated’ estimates (Sedra, 2008a, p. 124).

At this point in the process, DDR best practices would typically call for skills and needs assessments and other 

preparatory measures such as militia mapping, surveying of groups’ composition and structure, and soldier and 

commander profiling to inform programme design. None of these steps were taken prior to the launch of the ANBP. 

Nor did the programme seek to engage commanders in the process, whether with carrots or sticks, despite the focus 

on breaking militia chains of command.



The ANBP would grow to a staff of 700—mostly Afghans—with up to 70 international actors. The central office 

was located in Kabul and eight regional offices in Kunduz, Kabul/Parwan, Gardez, Mazar-e-Sharif, Kandahar, 

Bamyan, Jalalabad, and Herat. The programme proceeded as follows: AMF units would submit a list of their person-

nel to the regional office. After verification by the MoD, these lists would be vetted by prominent and trusted leaders 

from the region (see Table 9.3). Entry into the programme was limited to those who had at least eight months of 

military service and who could turn in a serviceable weapon to a mobile disarmament unit. No attempt was made 

to collect or even identify all the weapons held by the militia.11

Nevertheless, the trigger that guided an individual’s movement through the programme was the surrendering of 

a weapon. Collected firearms were engraved with an alphanumeric code and registered into a database in the cen-

tral ANBP office along with information on the owner. Eventually they were moved to the national arms depot and 

were held under a dual key system, with one key held by the MoD and the other by the International Observer 

Group, a body of international monitors. Upon completion of the programme the weapons were to be turned over 

to the Afghan National Army (ANA).

Once this step was taken, each individual was directed to a case worker for demobilization at an ANBP regional 

office. This consisted of an interview to determine the skills, experiences, education levels, and desires of ex-combatants. 

After taking an oath not to engage in further fighting, the former militiamen were given a medal for distinguished 

service and a certificate for honourable discharge. A cash payment of USD 200 was discontinued after a pilot project 

revealed that commanders were forcing ex-soldiers to turn over part or all of this money (Sedra, 2004, pp. 3–7). 

The ex-combatant then passed into reintegration, which consisted of a choice of several packages or entry into 

the ANA following qualification. While the latter option may have been attractive to many militia members, stringent 

age requirements (18–28) excluded the vast majority: only 2.42 per cent of ex-combatants receiving reintegration 

assistance joined the ANA (Sedra, 2008a, p. 127). Ex-combatants often ended up with a reintegration package based 

on considerations of programme availability and administrative expediency rather than needs, skills, and market gaps 

(Dennys, 2005, p. 4). 

Complications arose almost immediately. First, AMF commanders wilfully and systematically manipulated the 

process. They submitted the least loyal soldiers and least functional weapons, retaining control of the vast majority 



of their working armaments (Sedra, 2008a, p. 128). As noted, they pilfered reintegration assistance until it was dis-

continued. Commanders who had been appointed to official civilian roles were also able to use their positions to 

shuffle militia members into police units under their authority. In short, the programme was not successful in dis-

mantling many commander–soldier linkages or in breaking the integrity of patronage networks. This behaviour was 

perhaps to be expected, since commanders were not the intended beneficiaries of DDR and naturally looked for 

ways to secure material gains when few other options presented themselves.

Secondly, the programme was beset by fraud. Many ex-combatants who did not qualify for the programme were 

admitted with falsified identification. The regional distribution of the benefits of DDR was also suspicious: the two 

regions under direct control of the Shura-e-Nezar faction accounted for at least 56 per cent of all militiamen who 

entered the process nationwide (Rossi and Giustozzi, 2006, p. 5). 

In late 2004, the ANBP responded to these problems by launching the Commander Incentive Programme, which 

provided a monthly stipend, the offer of training abroad (in Japan), and possibly a government post in exchange for 

compliance with the DDR effort. This two-year, USD 5 million programme, funded by Japan, ended in September 

2007. Of the 550 commanders who were identified, 460 had participated in the programme by June 2006 (Sedra, 

2008a, p. 129). For a number of warlords, however, the training component could not be carried out because they 

were denied travel visas.12



Two other steps were taken that helped limit the obstruction of commanders. First, a law promulgated in October 

2003 prohibits political parties from having a militia wing or even associating with armed groups, thereby restricting 

the activities of militia commanders with political ambitions and promoting their compliance with DDR. Many com-

manders rapidly entered their men into the programme in anticipation of the October 2004 presidential elections. 

Second, the United States changed its policy of ambivalence to the DDR of AMF groups, which it relied on to support 

Coalition forces against the Taliban in many areas, and instead applied pressure on those forces to comply with the 

programme. This may have been linked to the strategic shift by the United States towards the reduction of opium 

farming, which sustained some commanders.

The disarmament and demobilization process ended in July 2005. By that time, 63,380 ex-combatants had been 

demobilized through the ANBP (see Table 9.4), 259 AMF units formally decommissioned, some 57,629 light and 

medium weapons collected, and 100,000 soldiers ‘de-financed’ (i.e. formally removed from payrolls), freeing up some 

USD 120 million annually from state budgets. By the end of the reintegration phase in June 2006, benefits were deliv-

ered to some 55,804 ex-combatants, or 88 per cent of all who had demobilized. Agricultural training, vocational 

training, and small business operations together accounted for 93.3 per cent of the skills transferred (see Figure 9.2). 

An ANBP Client Evaluation Survey of 5,000 beneficiaries who had received six to nine months of reintegration assis-

tance found that 93 per cent of respondents were satisfied with the assistance and 90 per cent were still employed.



Disbanding the AMF units had undeniably positive outcomes of the daily lives of community members and the 

security sector. Security checkpoints and AMF units belonging to rival ethnic or militia groups stationed in communi-

ties were closed, removing a security threat. Many AMF soldiers, bonded to their commanders but receiving little or 

no pay, were freed from service and no longer had to report to their commanders. AMF commanders lost the privi-

lege of driving around in official vehicles with numerous bodyguards, which they also lost. The government was able 

to stop paying the force, freeing millions of dollars desperately needed elsewhere.13

In view of the severely inhospitable conditions on the ground, these achievements are significant. The number of 

AMF militiamen targeted for demobilization was met and valued training and assistance provided to ex-combatants. 

Complete disarmament was not a goal of the programme, but a significant number of weapons were removed from 

militias and transferred to the army. 



In terms of its primary objective, however, it is unclear to what extent DDR interrupted commander–militiamen 

lines of influence. The reality is most likely that even the AMF units that were formally decommissioned could be 

reconstituted by commanders with access to guns, money, and unemployed militiamen. Most of these conditions 

remain in place today.

The ANBP DDR programme targeted AMF militia only, but a large variety of armed groups, strongmen, warlords, 

and others with the power to mobilize followers remain outside the AMF (Sedra, 2008a, p. 134). These groups, which 

present further threats to the legitimacy of the government and act as potential spoilers, also seriously threaten 

security and functional governance. They collect illegal taxes, obstructing government revenue collection; they are 

involved in the illegal exploitation of natural resources; and, in some cases, they have assumed control over state-

owned industries. As such, they subvert reform processes, intimidate local government officials and security forces, 

and drive the illegal economy, most notably the narcotics trade (Islamic Republic of Afghanistan, 2006, annexe A, p. 4). 

The power that these groups wield stems from their monopolization of the means of violence in their regional 

strongholds. Their access to guns has enabled them to insulate their interests, carve out mini-fiefdoms, and curtail 

the expansion of government authority into the periphery. 

In July 2004, Presidential Decree 50 defined all groups falling outside the AMF as illegal (President of the Islamic 

Government of Afghanistan, 2004). In February 2005, as formal DDR of AMF groups was about to enter its final 

phase, the Canadian government provided a grant to develop and implement a programme to address illegal groups, 

to be called Disbandment of Illegal Armed Groups. Early feasibility studies identified some 1,870 illegal militias, 

including roughly 129,000 men. The government estimated that these groups possessed about 336,000 small arms 

and light weapons, 56,000 of which were concealed by AMF groups during DDR. But the actual number is probably 

much higher given arms flows into the country and the size of some caches uncovered by Coalition forces (Sedra, 

2008a, p.135).

In 2006, the government defined illegal armed groups as: ‘a group of five or more armed individuals operating 

outside the law, drawing its cohesion from (a) loyalty to a commander, (b) material benefits, (c) impunity enjoyed 

by members, [and] (d) shared ethnic or social background’ (Islamic Republic of Afghanistan, 2006, p. 2). AMF remnant 

groups were subsequently declared illegal, including units that had gone through DDR merely to receive the benefits, 

without any intention of disbanding.

DIAG has two stated objectives: ‘(1) to improve security through the disarmament and disbandment of illegal 

armed groups; and (2) to provide basic development support to communities freed from threats posed by illegal 

armed groups’ (GoA, UNAMA, and UNDP, 2006, p. 2). The latter objective was deemed important in promoting the 

‘full integration’ of groups back into their communities, providing an incentive for communities to remain arms-free, 

and preventing the resurgence of criminal and predatory groups. It was therefore considered an ‘essential and integral 

part of the security sector reform process’ (GoA, UNAMA, and UNDP, 2006, p. 1). 

The government presented DIAG as a way of curtailing actors involved in ‘drug smuggling, human trafficking, 

and human rights violations’ and threatening communities in the absence of a robust rule of law; indeed, the govern-

ment recognized that these groups undermined the peace process, hindered democratic development, and forced 

the withdrawal of international aid organizations. DIAG offered illegal armed group members the opportunity to 

‘honourably’ conform to state authority requiring them to disarm and disband. The government also promulgated 



national gun laws criminalizing arms carrying and establishing an owner licensing and registration system (President 

of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan, 2005). The project was pushed forward on an emergency basis to address 

armed groups in the period leading up to the Afghan National Assembly elections of September 2005. 

DIAG aims to disrupt the relationship between commanders and their militiamen through disarmament. But 

whereas DDR was designed on the basis of a monetized incentive system, DIAG approaches illegal armed groups 

from a law enforcement perspective (Sedra, 2008a, p. 136). Moreover, incentives are provided collectively to com-

munities, and not on an individual basis to militiamen. Likewise, coercive tactics are authorized for groups that fail 

to cooperate. 

Another important distinction between the two programmes is that DDR was internationally driven while DIAG 

is overseen by the D&R Commission, reporting to a national coordinating body chaired by the president, the Security 

Coordination Forum (Sedra, 2008a, p. 136). DIAG is centrally planned, implemented by local actors in the provinces, 

and flexible, allowing for individual regional strategies and responses to specific local circumstances. 

DIAG has applied a three-stage process. The first stage sought to force the demilitarization of illegal armed groups 

associated with commanders who wished to pursue legislative careers. Officially designated the National Assembly 

and Provincial Council Elections (NAPCE) phase, the programme employed a strategy similar to the one previously 

used in the DDR campaign to sever ties by AMF commanders who wanted to enter politics. In advance of the 

September 2005 legislative elections, 1,108 of around 6,000 lower parliament and provincial council candidates were 

identified as having possible links to armed groups. From this list, the Electoral Complaints Commission provision-

ally disqualified 207 candidates, pending their compliance with the terms of disarmament (ANBP, 2006, p. 12). While 

124 candidates did turn in 4,857 weapons, the rest on the list chose not to comply, to say nothing of commanders 

who were never listed in the first place.14 Pressure from the government and the international community led to the 

exclusion of only 34 candidates from the ballot. As a result, it was estimated that more than 80 per cent of the win-

ning candidates in the provinces and 60 per cent in Kabul maintained ties to armed groups. Candidates’ ties to armed 

groups were also a factor in the relatively low voter turnout (6.8 million votes cast out of 12.4 million registered 

voters), according to human rights groups (IRIN, 2005).15

The second stage focused on elected government officials who maintained ties to illegal armed groups—the so-

called Government Officials with Links to Illegal Armed Groups phase. As of September 2005, it was suspected that 

at least 450 officials were thus connected (UNDP, 2008b). But a consensus could only be reached with 13 of them. 

A second round forced another eight groups to comply, and they submitted more than 1,000 weapons (Islamic 

Government of Afghanistan, 2006, p. 10). But those who have not complied—mostly employed by the Ministry of 

the Interior, a key stakeholder in the DIAG process—have yet to be forced out. The Ministry has shifted, rather than 

fired, many of the others, demonstrating how deeply entrenched patronage networks are in the government and 

society. The linkages between commanders and militiamen and their government sponsors remained largely intact 

after this stage (Sedra, 2008a, p.140).

The third—and main—stage of DIAG began in May 2006 after a pilot had been used to develop a three-phase 

strategy of voluntary, negotiated, and enforced compliance (see Table 9.5). Compliance is considered obtained if 70 

per cent of all weapons in possession of the armed group are turned in within 30 days. Like the DDR exercise, DIAG 

initially required only that turned-in weapons were functional; later the threshold of acceptability was raised to 

weapons that could be utilized by security institutions.16 Since under this scheme development incentives are pro-

vided to the community, religious and local leaders are encouraged to pressure groups to comply with the law.



If an armed group refuses to comply within the voluntary compliance period, a negotiation phase commences, 

using national and local actors, including village mullahs and shuras, as needed. If this, too, should fail, the process 

can assume a more coercive tenor: the Ministry of Interior and Afghan National Police are invested with enforcement 

powers and, in theory, the ANA could be used to assist. However, it appears that forcible disarmament has rarely, if 

ever, been conducted.18 At this stage, community development assistance is (temporarily) suspended.

As of December 2008, the programme had reportedly disbanded 382 illegally armed groups and collected 42,369 

weapons. A further 14,805 weapons have been registered and 14,000 destroyed or retained by ISAF (Islamic Republic 

of Afghanistan, 2008). But, as in the DDR exercise, militias are reportedly surrendering their least serviceable weapons 

(ammunition was not a focus but fell under another programme; see Box 9.4). DIAG also lacked a plan to engage 

commanders directly (Sedra, 2008a, p.144). Whereas the Commander Incentive Programme was eventually created to 

generate incentives for AMF commanders, incentives were deemed inappropriate in the case of outright illegal groups. 

Theoretically, DIAG was supposed to target illegal armed groups that were not covered by DDR. In reality, the 

majority of the listed groups were ex-AMF commanders who were retargeted. Three-quarters of the weapons recov-

ered through DIAG came from Northern Alliance areas, leaving other heavily armed areas as yet unaddressed. It is 

also worth mentioning that most of the 1,870 listed militias were inactive—meaning that they did not seem to be 

involved in any illegal activities, particularly in those regions where the security situation was reasonably good.19

It is possible that intelligence problems played a role in this regional imbalance. In many cases it was extremely 

difficult to obtain reliable information about illegal armed groups to inform targeting. The illegal armed group (IAG) 

lists, normally emanating from the National Security Department, were often out of date and sometimes targeted the 

wrong people. There are several cases of former commanders appearing on IAG lists with an unrealistically low 

number of weapons next to their names.20

In this way, some militia leaders have persisted in their roles, protected by someone inside the government. They, 

in turn, have protected affiliated groups from government pressure to disarm. This applies not only to ethnic and 

shuras shuras

jirga

fatwa fatwa







tribal militia but also to entities involved in the drug trade, whose spoils represent significant incentives to corrupt 

government officials. The upper house of parliament voted in May 2006 to halt DIAG due to the alleged need for 

Afghans to keep their guns for self-defence—possibly more a reflection of illegal armed group influence in the parlia-

ment than evidence of sound security planning (Sedra, 2008a, p. 144).

Yet in terms of key positions in the national government, at least, IAG influence has waned from its peak four to 

six years ago. While they continue to pose a threat to security and the rule of law, IAG commander capabilities were 

reduced in recent years, both militarily and politically. In 2002 and 2003, the majority of cabinet ministers had links to 

ex-AMF, illegal armed groups, or jihadi groups or were backed by them. Today no more than three cabinet members 

have such ties. Reductions have also been recognized in the lower government, though they still hold a significant 

number of positions there. Ex-armed group figures now represent a political opposition force rather than part of the 

government.21 

More than three years have passed since DDR ended in Afghanistan, though the attempt to disband armed groups 

continues. But in the sometimes precarious security environment local commanders are increasingly resistant to 

turning over weapons and in some cases are reportedly rearming (Semple, Robbins, and Harris, 2007). It is tempting 

to focus on missed opportunities based on ideal conditions, but doing so underestimates the incredible complexity of 

the Afghan context and the immense domestic, regional, and international pressures bearing down on the government. 

The following section discusses some of the dilemmas affecting the design, implementation, and outcomes of 

DDR and illegal armed group disbandment in the country. In particular, it focuses on the disarmament–security 

dilemma; the efficacy of using disarmament to break commander–militiamen links; the development challenges fac-

ing reintegrating soldiers; the role of the opium economy; and the revitalized insurgency. There are no easy answers 

to these questions, even in retrospect. 

Since 2002, the new government has fallen prey to a classic security dilemma. In order to secure its monopoly on 

the use of force, large numbers of armed groups need to be neutralized through DDR or through direct co-option. 

But disarmament is difficult to achieve without a robust and accountable security sector to back up disarmament 

actions with the threat of coercive force. The government presented DIAG as a ‘crucial element’ of SSR (Islamic 

Republic of Afghanistan, 2005). Yet the main organs of the security sector—the Afghan National Army and Afghan 

National Police—were in the process of being created from scratch almost simultaneously with DDR.22 In many areas, 

neither was operational; the police, in particular, remain qualitatively weak and subject to corruption. Coalition 

forces were unwilling to serve as the enforcement mechanism. In a security vacuum such as this, demand for arms 

naturally tends to increase, and commanders acquire added legitimacy as arbiters of local disputes and as security 

providers (Bhatia, 2008a, p. 11). Indeed, the open operation of criminals, warlords, and insurgents leads private 

citizens to arm themselves for protection, thus perpetuating the militarization cycle (Sedra and Muggah, 2007).

Two other interrelated factors increase the complexity of this dilemma. The first is the factional nature of the 

government. The dominance of Shura-e-Nezar militia members in the Ministry of Defence and other ministries casts 



suspicion on the DDR programme, which came to be seen as a means by which certain warlords and commanders 

sought to consolidate power and suppress competitors. While strides have been made in this regard, efforts to dis-

empower high-profile warlords continue. Success will require the full support of the international community, which 

has itself supported leaders with ties to illegal armed groups.

The historically decentralized nature of Afghan society makes this project all the more difficult. Afghanistan has 

never been a Western-style, centralized democratic state with national political leaders who respond to citizens’ needs 

and provide services. Instead, it is predominantly a land of local autonomy, where tribal authority has provided 

identity, community, and patronage. While there is hope for improvement of central government services and a 

reduction in corruption, loyalties to local structures and organizations persist. Despite these realities, the international 

community is making development assistance contingent on the government’s capacity to create provincial institutions 

and administration (London Conference on Afghanistan, 2006, p. 3). For these reasons some analysts have come to believe 

that achieving legitimacy requires accepting and working within local power structures, including armed strongmen and 

other opportunistic commanders, whether formerly affiliated with the AMF or fundamentally ‘illegal’ (Poulton, 2008). 

DDR is typically conceived of as a continuum, sometimes occurring in parallel or in overlapping phases, but usually 

with disarmament taking place early and reintegration falling last. This logic may not have been applicable or even 



possible in Afghanistan. In fact, the assumption that universal disarmament should be the first step in post-war 

securitization was quickly rejected in view of the realities on the ground, which suggested an emphasis on demobi-

lization of both legal and illegal armed groups—with disarmament a concern for a much later phase (Özerdem, 2002, 

p. 965). Was this the right approach?

Some analysts have seen crucial missed opportunities to institutionalize and implement widespread disarmament 

in the early stages of the post-Taliban period, and to tie the main power brokers to demilitarization. The first failure, 

according to this analysis, was the vague language of the Bonn Agreement, which did not call for ‘universal’ DDR. 

This omission allowed the Mujaheddin to continue to enforce a populist narrative of participation in jihad and against 

the Taliban; they then used this position to justify their presence in parliament and government ministries—as well 

as to legitimize their use of armed violence (Sedra, 2008b, p. 113). Was the international community’s failure to 

address the so-called ownership gap in the NDC disarmament initiative another missed entry point for robust and 

comprehensive disarmament?

While the classic post-war reconstruction model would call for local commanders to be disarmed, in the absence 

of a functioning security sector, and given the dynamics of traditional mobilization, the strategy of adopting and 

absorbing local commanders in state and provincial government appears to have been one of the few realistic strat-

egies available. It must be recalled that in the early post-Taliban phase, strongmen and commanders’ militias had 

benefited from new infusions of assistance from the United States. Many members of the fledgling government felt 

that earnest disarmament would risk turning those allies into enemies. The government possibly reasoned that strong-

men were a potential asset to be retained for the future because they were sources of local authority who could direct 

men in combat.

In fact, in early 2009 Afghan authorities were seeking to once again deputize villagers in Wardak Province, south 

of Kabul, in an effort to increase local counter-insurgency capacities.23 The US-backed Afghan Public Protection 

Force is intended to fill the shortage of police capacity, especially in distant areas (Moncrieff, 2009). According to 

the vice-chair of the D&R Commission, villagers would be asked to supply their own weapons, but conflicting reports 

suggest the United States will provide additional weapons (Boone, 2008; Faiez, 2009).24 The forces would supposedly 

be subject to clear command and control mechanisms and tied directly to village shuras.25

Collecting weapons was always a side product of DDR and DIAG, which were never intended to entirely disarm 

the country’s militias. This misperception that universal disarmament had been planned remains widespread among 

Afghans, however, contributing to their low opinion of the programmes. In general, weapons possession, particularly 

in the rural areas, continues to be viewed as a means of defence; this opinion is not likely to change until confidence 

in the newly established security institutions rises to an acceptable level, among both former armed group members 

as well as many civilians.26 

For these reasons, the strategy of using disarmament to break the relationship between commanders and their 

soldiers is probably not sufficient. Though they have been significantly weakened by DDR and DIAG, these bonds 

remain and will continue to exist until effective, non-factionalized security institutions fill this security gap.27 The UN 

Secretary-General’s Deputy Special Representative to Afghanistan probably spoke for many analysts when he sug-

gested in June 2008 that illegal armed groups would never completely disappear from the Afghan landscape. The 

challenge, he said, was reducing them from a national security threat to a problem that can be managed by law 

enforcement (UNAMA, 2008).



Afghanistan is found near the bottom of UNDP’s Human Development Index in life expectancy (42.9 years), literacy 

(28 per cent), primary, secondary, and tertiary education enrolment (42.8 per cent), and mortality for under-five-

year-olds (257 per 1,000), ranking 174 out of 178 countries measured. Recent years have seen some ‘tremendous’ 

improvements: per capita GDP has increased from USD 683 in 2002 to USD 964 in 2005; the number of telephone 

users rose to 2.5 million, or 10 per cent of the population; school enrolment has grown from 900,000 to nearly 5.4 

million; and the rate of malaria and tuberculosis has dropped dramatically (UNDP, 2007, p. 3). But it is unquestionable 

that citizens remain in dire need of large-scale development assistance.

 shuras, 



DDR provided demobilizing AMF members with skills training, and satisfaction with the training was high. Yet 

many militiamen expected not just training but long-term employment. In the period under review, however, the 

international community, recognizing the lack of rule of law and the ongoing problems associated with illegal armed 

groups, did not invest in large-scale development projects. 

Conversely, one of DIAG’s primary goals was to support the economic development of communities once they 

complied with the programme. The development rewards were slow in coming, however. Mahmoud Raqi district in 

Kapisa Province was the first community to be declared in compliance with DIAG, earning a canal rehabilitation and 

cleaning project launched in April 2007—almost two years after DIAG began. The project expects to rehabilitate 95 km 

of waterways in the district serving 240,000 inhabitants (ANBP, 2007). To date, only five DIAG development projects 

have been completed (UNDP, 2008a). 

A larger development strategy for Afghanistan, which aims to rehabilitate dormant industrial facilities and agri-

cultural projects, has been even slower to materialize. In 2006 the Government of Afghanistan and the international 

community agreed to a set of conditions on which development assistance would be provided. Improvements would 

need to be made in three broad categories: security; governance, rule of law, and human rights; and economic and 

social development (London Conference on Afghanistan, 2006, p. 2). The Afghanistan National Development Strategy 

was the follow-up to these steps.

While efforts to control the opium trade have not met projected goals (see Box 9.5), the reconstruction of roads, 

bridges, buildings, schools, and other investments in the ‘peace economy’ also lags behind. Reconstruction assistance 

accounts for a fraction of military spending, per capita aid to the country is far below that received in places such 

as Bosnia and Herzegovina and Timor-Leste, and leading donors are failing to meet their aid commitments. The result 

is an aid shortfall of USD 10 billion. Furthermore, a significant portion of development assistance coming into the 

country ends up leaving it quickly: up to 40 per cent finds its way into corporate profits and consultant fees 

(Waldman, 2008, p.1).

Despite its claims to recognize ‘the right of the people of Afghanistan to freely determine their own political future 

in accordance with the principles of Islam, democracy, pluralism and social justice’ (Bonn Agreement, 2001, preamb.), 

the Taliban have generally been marginalized from the political process since October 2001. The military victory was 

not followed by a peace agreement; the power-sharing arrangement did not include Taliban leaders. What reconcili-

ation was on offer was ad hoc, top-down, and predicated on the willingness of former Taliban commanders to work 

within a new government system that they had no hand in helping create. 

The central government made piecemeal attempts to reach out to insurgents old and new. As early as 2003 

President Karzai gave almost all insurgents operating under the name of the Taliban the opportunity to become full 

citizens by denouncing violence, disarming, and recognizing the authority of the government. This offer was gener-

ally not taken up. In 2007, two years after some ex-Taliban commanders were elected to the lower parliament (Gall, 

2005), a more emphatic invitation to ongoing insurgents to lay down arms and enter talks was issued. Karzai sug-

gested that he would even consider giving Taliban leaders deputy minister positions or entire departments in key 

ministries (Chu, 2007).

Now that the insurgency has grown to include a range of domestic and foreign-sourced groups with differing goals 

and capacities, the question of reconciliation is even more complex. The United States, the most important con-



tributor of military and financial assistance to the government, has given mixed signals about the possibility of talks 

with the Taliban (VOA, 2008; CNN, 2008). As the counter-insurgency has become increasingly bogged down, how-

ever, NATO and US forces commander General David McKiernan appeared to acknowledge that reconciliation at the 

local levels, through shuras, should include commanders aligned with the insurgency (Radio Free Europe, 2008).

Among the many impacts of the insurgency is a counter-productive effect on DIAG programming. As the south-

ern insurgency gains momentum, commanders in the other areas of the country fear that the Taliban and associated 

groups are growing in influence and that they may soon reach well beyond the southern territories. These command-

ers are increasingly reluctant to turn in weapons. Indeed, the director of DIAG in the northern state of Mazar-e-Sharif 

indicated that northern commanders who had complied with weapons turn-in were rearming and stashing weapons 

in late 2007; such arming is probably occurring elsewhere as well (Semple, Robbins, and Harris, 2007). The govern-

ment’s focus on supplying the predominantly Pashtun southern provinces with development assistance and weapons 

has also made the northern, largely Tajik and Uzbek commanders put pressure on Kabul for increased power and 

resources. 



The Afghan experience of DDR was more atypical than most, starting with the fact that it did not arise from a peace 

agreement between two parties but from an internationally driven military victory (that was presumed complete). It 

was of necessity launched in conjunction with the wholesale creation of a new national government and security 

apparatus in one of the most underdeveloped regions of the world, in a country of multiple armed groups and wide-

spread arms availability, and amidst the lucrative and corrupting influence of the world’s largest opium-producing 

centre.  

With the close involvement of the international community, DDR itself was designed and executed by a govern-

ment that was initially non-representative and factionalized. Cleansing the Ministry of Defence of partisan actors has 

already taken years and is not yet complete. Power alliances and government–commander relations did not only 

affect the design of these programmes (who was targeted, when, and how), but also the terms (qualifications for 

entry, arms surrender) and the actors (implementation agencies).

It is difficult to imagine a more challenging environment for DDR programming, and under these circumstances 

its achievements should not be undervalued. In additional to some 63,000 AMF disarmed and demobilized and the 

removal of some 100,000 weapons and 30,000 tons of ammunition from the population, the programme led to pal-

pable security gains in many areas. As the DIAG programme progressed, many warlords, drug lords, and other IAG 

commanders were removed from the government. Corruption and factionalization have clearly obstructed progress 

on disarming groups, but much has been accomplished.

Afghanistan has not returned to full-scale warfare, but it is difficult to label the country ‘post-conflict’ so long as 

an armed insurgency rages and spreads. The experience of the ANBP and DIAG emphasize the limits of what can 

be achieved in a context where state-building, peace-building, counter-insurgency, and counter-narcotics operations 

converge. Preventing future mobilization depends in part on the state’s ability to define, regulate, and contain 

legitimate and illegitimate force—by establishing and enforcing the rule of law and providing security for the popu-

lation. In many cases the government has chosen to try to work with local command structures—and this move is 

probably unavoidable under the current circumstances. Nevertheless, it underlines the Afghan state’s inability to estab-

lish a monopoly on the legitimate use of force throughout the country. Despite the many important accomplishments of 

the past few years, state-building and security promotion in Afghanistan remain, for the moment, works in progress. 
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